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Star Wars The Last Jedi The Visual Dictionary
The Last Jedi is the newest Star Wars graphic novel adaptation! Faithfully
bringing events from the film to the comics page, read along in The Last
Jedi as Rey and Finn stare down new challenges as their roles in the
Resistance reach new heights. As new dangers approach and old threats
emerge, the next generation of Star Wars heroes is here! What happens
when Rey and Luke meet? Does Finn get a shot at Captain Phasma? Can
Kylo Ren lure another powerful member to Snoke's side? Capturing the
galaxy-spanning action of The Last Jedi, experience Episode VIII as a
beautiful graphic novel combining the epic wonder of Star Wars with
streamlined, young-reader friendly designs. This all-ages graphic novel is
a must-read for longtime fans and a great introduction for young
newcomers!
Star Wars- The Last Jedi The Visual Dictionaryis the definitive guide to
Star Wars- The Last Jedi, revealing the characters, creatures, droids,
locations, and technology from the new film. Packed with 100+ images
and information as penned by Star Warsscribe Pablo Hidalgo, it's a musthave for all fans who want to go beyond the movie experience. & TM 2017
LUCASFILM LTD
As a cargo ship rockets across thegalaxy to Canto Bight, the deckhands on
board trade stories about legendary JediKnight Luke Skywalker. But are
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the stories of iconic and mysterious LukeSkywalker true, or merely tall
tales passed from one corner of the galaxy toanother? Is Skywalker really
a famous Jedi hero, an elaborate charlatan,or even part droid? The
deckhands will have to decide for themselves when theyhear The Legends
of Luke Skywalker. A collection of myths and tall-tales about the
legendary Jedi Luke Skywalker, written by Nebula, Hugo, and World
Fantasy award-winning author Ken Liu.
The official guide to the latest Star Wars movie, The Last Jedi! This
essential guide to the brand new Star Wars movie introduces the
characters, planets, aliens and ships featured in the brand new movie,
presenting stunning images from the film and behind-the-scenes cast and
crew shots.
The Official Collector's Edition
Star Wars: The Last Jedi - The Official Movie Companion
Volume 1
Volume 4
Inside The Last Jedi

The Resistance has found Luke Skywalker! But the First
Order is hot on their tail...and they are out for blood.
Can Rey coax Luke out of his self-imposed exile in time to
save the fading spark of hope from being extinguished
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forever? Or will Kylo Ren and the First Order crush the
Resistance once and for all? Join writer Gary Whitta (Rogue
One: A Star Wars Story) and artist Michael Walsh (STAR WARS
ANNUAL, HAWKEYE, and THE VISION) as they take on the
adventures of Force prodigy Rey, ace pilot Poe Dameron, and
ex-First Order recruit Finn from the hit blockbuster Star
Wars: Episode VIII The Last Jedi - including never-beforeseen scenes featuring your favorite characters! COLLECTING:
STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI ADAPTATION 1-6
Collecting Journey to Star Wars: The Last Jedi - Captain
Phasma #1-4. What happened to Captain Phasma after Star
Wars Episode VII: The Force Awakens? Writer Kelly Thompson
(HAWKEYE) and artist Marco Checchetto (AVENGERS WORLD,
PUNISHER, GAMORA) expand Captain Phasma's story and reveal
how she escaped the destruction of Starkiller Base. It's
the stunning lead-in to this winter's blockbuster bigscreen Star Wars film, and everything you need to know is
right here!
Written with input from director Rian Johnson, this
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officialadaptation of Star Wars: The Last Jedi expands on
the film to include scenes from alternate versions of the
script and other additional content. From the ashes of the
Empire has arisen another threat to the galaxy's freedom:
theruthless First Order. Fortunately, new heroes have
emerged to take up arms--andperhaps lay down their
lives--for the cause. Rey, the orphan strong in the Force;
Finn, the ex-stormtrooper who stands against his former
masters; and Poe Dameron, the fearless X-wing pilot, have
been drawn together to fight side-by-side with General Leia
Organa and the Resistance. But the First Order's Supreme
Leader Snoke and his merciless enforcer Kylo Ren are
adversaries with superior numbers and devastating firepower
at their command. Against this enemy, the champions of
light may finally be facing their extinction. Their only
hope rests with a lost legend: Jedi Master Luke Skywalker.
Where the action of Star Wars: The Force Awakens ended,
Star Wars: The Last Jedi begins, as the battle between
light and dark climbs to astonishing new heights. Featuring
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an 8-page color photo insert of thrilling images from the
hit movie
Ever since Emperor Palpatine's Order 66--which called for
the execution of all Jedi--Jax Pavan is the last Knight
around to fight the dark side of the Force. Together with
his droid I-5, Jax has eluded Vader time and again, all the
while wreaking havoc against the Empire through the
underground resistance on Coruscant. But now the Rebel's
leader on the city-planet has been captured, and it's up to
the Last Jedi to ride again...possibly for one final
adventure.
Star Wars - The Last Jedi Adaptation 001 (2018)
Star Wars: The Last Jedi Graphic Novel Adaptation
The last Jedi. Episode VIII
The Art of Star Wars: The Last Jedi
Star Wars Part the Eighth
Collects Star Wars: The Last Jedi Adaptation #1-6. The Resistance has found
Luke Skywalker! But the First Order is hot on their tail
and they re out for
blood. Can Rey coax Luke out of his self-imposed exile in time to save the fading
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spark of hope from being extinguished forever? Or will Kylo Ren and the First
Order crush the Resistance once and for all? Join writer Gary Whitta (Rogue
One: A Star Wars Story) and artist Michael Walsh (STAR WARS ANNUAL,
HAWKEYE, THE VISION) as they take on the adventures of Force prodigy Rey,
ace pilot Poe Dameron and ex-First Order recruit Finn from the hit blockbuster
Star Wars: Episode VIII The Last Jedi
including never-before-seen scenes
featuring your favorite characters!
Join Rey, Poe, Rose, and Finn on their new adventures in this exciting LEGO
Star Warsbook for children learning to read. Packed with images from LEGO Star
Warssets, this book is a fun way to meet the brave heroes of the Resistance and
the villains of the First Order. Read about General Leia Organa and her friend
Vice Admiral Holdo. Find out about Kylo Ren and the First Order's stormtrooper
soldiers. Learn about the Force and explore the story of the Jedi. Exciting
images, simple vocabulary, and a fun quiz will engage young readers and help
them build confidence in reading. Combining DK's four-level reading scheme with
the popular LEGO Star Warstheme, LEGO Star Wars- The Last Jedi is at Level 2
and will help kids learn to read-and to love reading.
Presents a guide to the characters, droids, aliens, and creatures of "Star Wars:
The Last Jedi," with details on costumes, weapons, and accessories.
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Der zweite Blockbuster der Sequel-Trilogie erscheint als mitreißenden Comic.
Die Erste Ordnung steht kurz davor den letzten Stützpunkt des Wiederstands zu
vernichten. Verhindern können das nur die neuen Helden Poe Dameron, Finn
und Rey, die den letzten Jedi Luke Skywalker bittet auch sie auszubilden.
Deutsche Erstveröffentlichung!
Star Wars: The Last Jedi Adaptation
Star Wars - Die letzten Jedi
Volume 6
Star Wars: The Last Jedi (Star Wars)
Art of Coloring Journey to Star Wars: The Last Jedi: Keepsake Coloring Book

A long time ago in a galaxy far, far, away. . . .The First Order has the Resistance on
the run. Things grow ever more desperate for General Leia Organa, pilot Poe
Dameron, and former stormtrooper Finn as they desperately try to evade the First
Order fleet. Rey has journeyed to the remote planet Ahch-To to ask legendary Jedi
Luke Skywalker to lend his aid to the Resistance, but Luke has closed himself off
to the Force and the rest of the galaxy. Rey knows she must convince the Jedi to
help bring down the First Order, or all might be lost. Author Michael Kogge
recaptures the suspense and excitement of the blockbuster film Star Wars: The
Last Jedi, including eight pages of images from the movie!
Er ist allein. Er hat Angst. Er gibt nicht auf. Imperator Palpatine hat den JediPage 7/18
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Rittern den Krieg erklärt. Die meisten sind tot, der Rest versteckt sich in den
Randgebieten des Imperiums. Aber Jax Pavan landet mit seiner auf Coruscant
stationierten Widerstandsgruppe einen Schlag nach dem anderen gegen
Palpatines Schergen. Sie sind gut genug ausgerüstet, um mit jedem Gegner fertig
zu werden. Jax fürchtet nur einen von ihnen – denn der Sith-Lord Darth Vader wird
nicht eher ruhen, bis auch der letzte der Jedi-Ritter vernichtet wurde.
An exciting Little Golden Book based on Star Wars: The Last Jedi! Can Rey, Finn,
General Leia, Poe Dameron, and Luke Skywalker save the galaxy from Kylo Ren
and the evil First Order? The epic space saga, Star Wars: The Last Jedi, is retold in
the iconic Little Golden Book format! Featuring stunning retro illustrations, this
book is perfect for Star Wars--and Little Golden Book--fans of all ages! Star Wars
has captivated millions worldwide for almost forty years. The phenomenon began
with the 1977 theatrical debut of Star Wars, later retitled A New Hope, and has
expanded to include eight additional major motion pictures (The Empire Strikes
Back, Return of the Jedi, The Phantom Menace, Attack of the Clones, Revenge of
the Sith, The Force Awakens, Rogue One, and The Last Jedi), television
programming, publishing, video games, and much more, with new films coming
every year.
Featuring unforgettable art and exclusive interviews with the filmmakers, this
visual archive highlights moviemaking magic at its finest. 300 colour illustrations
William Shakespeare's Jedi the Last
Star Wars: Phasma
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The Last Jedi: Expanded Edition (Star Wars)
Star Wars, the Last Jedi
Star Wars - The Last Jedi Adaptation 005 (2018)

A keepsakecoloring book for parents and Padawans, featuring fan-favorite artist KatieCook's
adorable black & white line art from ABC-3PO and OBI-123.Featuring new characters,
ships, and vehicles from Star Wars: The Last Jedi.
Entertainment Weekly The Ultimate Guide to Star Wars looks at all the major characters,
creators, and cast, and includes articles about the music, the visual effects, and much more.
Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars
expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars
books of the last thirty years! KNIGHT OF RECKONING The Emperor’s ruthless Order 66
has all but exterminated the Jedi. The few remaining who still wield the Force for good have
been driven into exile or hiding. But not Jax Pavan, who’s been steadily striking blows
against the Empire—as a lone guerrilla fighter and a valued partner of Whiplash, a secret
Coruscant-based resistance group. Now he’s taking on his most critical mission: transporting
a valued Whiplash leader, targeted for assassination, from Coruscant to safety on a distant
world. It’s a risky move under any circumstances, but Jax and his trusted crew aboard the
Far Ranger, including the irrepressible droid I-Five, are prepared to pit their combat skills
and their vessel’s firepower against all Imperial threats—except the one Jax fears most.
Reports have raced across the galaxy that the dark lord of the Sith has fallen in a duel to the
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death with a Rebel freedom fighter. But Jax discovers the chilling truth when he reaches out
with the Force . . . only to touch the dark, unmistakable, and malignantly alive presence that
is Darth Vader. And Jax knows that Vader will stop at nothing until the last Jedi has fallen.
Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William
Shakespeare himself, complete with authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues
and dialog by everyone from Luke Skywalker to Rose Tico. The Star Wars saga continues,
with Bard of Avon providing some of the biggest shocks yet! Alack, the valiant Resistance
must flee from the scoundrels of the First Order, and it falls to Rey, Finn, Poe, Rose, and
BB-8 to take up arms against a sea of troubles. Can they bring Snoke’s schemes to woe,
destruction, ruin, and decay? Will Luke Skywalker take the stage once more, and aid General
Leia in the winter of her discontent? Authentic meter, stage directions, reimagined movie
scenes and dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of
Star Wars and Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film appears in the
play, along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that depict an Elizabethan version of the
Star Wars galaxy.
Star Wars: The Last Jedi Read-Along Storybook
The Last Jedi Adaptation
Canto Bight (Star Wars)
Star Wars: The Last Jedi: Junior Novel
Star Wars: The Last Jedi - The Official Collector's Edition
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The Force gives the noble Jedi Knights their power, but it can also be
used by the fearsome Sith. In the never-ending battle between good
and evil, who will control the power of the Force? This storybook spans
the entire Star Wars saga and introduces readers to heroes like Luke
Skywalker, Yoda, and Rey, as well as villains like Darth Vader, Darth
Maul, and Kylo Ren!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Written with input from director Rian
Johnson, this official adaptation of Star Wars: The Last Jedi expands on
the film to include scenes from alternate versions of the script and
other additional content. From the ashes of the Empire has arisen
another threat to the galaxy’s freedom: the ruthless First Order.
Fortunately, new heroes have emerged to take up arms—and perhaps
lay down their lives—for the cause. Rey, the orphan strong in the
Force; Finn, the ex-stormtrooper who stands against his former
masters; and Poe Dameron, the fearless X-wing pilot, have been drawn
together to fight side-by-side with General Leia Organa and the
Resistance. But the First Order’s Supreme Leader Snoke and his
merciless enforcer Kylo Ren are adversaries with superior numbers and
devastating firepower at their command. Against this enemy, the
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champions of light may finally be facing their extinction. Their only
hope rests with a lost legend: Jedi Master Luke Skywalker. Where the
action of Star Wars: The Force Awakens ended, Star Wars: The Last Jedi
begins, as the battle between light and dark climbs to astonishing new
heights. Featuring thrilling photos from the hit movie
Return to a galaxy far, far away! Relive the adventure of Star Wars:
The Last Jedi with this exciting book, featuring thrilling sound effects,
word-for-word narration, and character voices!
The Resistance has found Luke Skywalker! But the First Order is hot on
their tail — and they’re out for blood. Can Rey coax Luke out of his selfimposed exile in time to save the fading spark of hope from being
extinguished forever? Or will Kylo Ren and the First Order crush the
Resistance once and for all?
Star Wars the Last Jedi the Visual Dictionary
Star Wars
Journey To Star Wars: The Last Jedi - Captain Phasma
Star WarsTM Der letzte Jedi-Ritter
Star Wars: The Last Jedi
Captain Phasma made her triumphant return in Star Wars The Last Jedi - now
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journey back to the final moments of Star Wars The Force Awakens and the
destruction of Starkiller Base, and learn how she escaped her fate! Captured by
the Resistance and thrown into a garbage masher, Phasma must escape a
doomed world - and plot her revenge! Follow the chrome-adorned warrior
from the site of the First Order's biggest defeat to the doorstep of 2017's
biggest blockbuster! Written by Kelly Thompson (HAWKEYE, STAR WARS
ANNUAL) and drawn by Marco Checchetto (STAR WARS: SHATTERED EMPIRE,
STAR WARS: SCREAMING CITADEL), Captain Phasma will recondition you to love
the First Order! COLLECTING: JOURNEY TO STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI CAPTAIN PHASMA 1-4
Featuring all-new content from the highly anticipated next chapter in the Star
Wars saga, opening in theaters on December 15, this sticker book contains
more than 1,000 stickers of main characters, locations, vehicles, and props. Full
color. 8 1/2 x 11. Consumable.
New heroes emerge to take up arms against the First Order: Rey, the orphan
strong in the Force; Finn, the ex-stormtrooper who stands against his former
masters; and Poe Dameron, the fearless X-wing pilot. All have been drawn
together to fight side-by-side with General Leia Organa and the Resistance. But
the First Order's Supreme Leader Snoke and his merciless enforcer Kylo Ren are
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adversaries with superior numbers and devastating firepower at their
command. The champions of light may finally be facing their extinction. Their
only hope rests with a lost legend: Jedi Master Luke Skywalker.
As seen in Star Wars: The Last Jedi, welcome to the casino city of Canto Bight. A
place where exotic aliens, captivating creatures, and other would-be high
rollers are willing to risk everything to make their fortunes. Set across one
fateful evening, these four original novellas explore the deception and danger
of the lavish casino city. An honest salesman meets a career criminal as a dream
vacation turns into the worst nightmare imaginable in a story by Saladin
Ahmed. Dreams and schemes collide when a deal over a priceless bottle of wine
becomes a struggle for survival as told by Mira Grant. Old habits die hard when
a servant is forced into the mad struggle for power among Canto Bight s elite
in a tale by Rae Carson. A deadbeat gambler has one last chance to turn his luck
around, all he has to do is survive one wild night as told by John Jackson Miller.
In Canto Bight, one is free to revel in excess, untouched from the problems of a
galaxy once again descending into chaos and war. Dreams can become reality,
but the stakes have never been higher̶for there is a darkness obscured by all
the glamour and luxury.
White Platinum Incredible Cross Sections
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The Ultimate Guide to the Film
The Last Jedi: Star Wars Legends
Journey to Star Wars: The Last Jedi The Power of the Force
Star Wars - The Last Jedi Adaptation 006 (2018)
The saga continues... Relive the excitement of Star Wars: The Last Jedi with
this lavishly illustrated movie companion. Features interviews with Mark
Hamill, Daisy Ridley, John Boyega, Oscar Isaac, Rian Johnson, and many
more. Also included are spotlights on the mysterious planet Ahch-To, the
porgs, and the casino and patrons of Canto Bight, as well as a gallery of
photography from the blockbuster movie.
Fry, Jason – Star Wars: The Last Jedi webtekst Star Wars: The Last Jedi is
het officiële verhaal van de gelijknamige film van Disney, geschreven met
input van regisseur Rian Johnson, en uitgebreid met alternatieve versies
van het script en nog niet eerder vertoonde scènes. Uit de as van het
Keizerrijk is een nieuwe dreiging verrezen die de vrijheid van het hele
sterrenstelsel bedreigt: de meedogenloze Eerste Orde. Gelukkig zijn er ook
nieuwe helden opgestaan om de wapens op te pakken – en misschien zelfs
hun levens op het spel te zetten – voor de goede zaak. Rey, de wees die
alsmaar sterker wordt in de Kracht, Finn, de ex-stormtroeper die het
opneemt tegen zijn oude meesters, en Poe Dameron, de onverschrokken XPage 15/18
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wing piloot, vechten zij aan zij met Generaal Leia Organa en het Verzet.
Maar hun tegenstander Snoke, de leider van de Eerste Orde, en zijn
genadeloze secondant Kylo Ren hebben een overmacht aan soldaten en
vuurkracht. Deze vijand betekent mogelijk het einde van de kampioenen
van het licht. Hun enige hoop is nu gevestigd op een verloren legende: Jedileraar Luke Skywalker. Waar de actie in Star Wars: The Force Awakens
eindigde, gaat het verhaal van Star Wars: The Last Jedi verder. In dit deel
stijgt de strijd tussen licht en donker naar een nieuw hoogtepunt.
Rey seeks out training from Luke Skywalker, while Poe, Finn, and Leah lead
the Resistance to stop the First Order from taking over the Galaxy.
The wait for eight is finally over! Star Wars: The Last Jedi is here, and so is
your essential guide! The Official Collector’s Edition is packed with amazing
photos and concept art, and is a must-have for Star Wars fans this holiday!
Meet the key players for the light and the dark sides of the Force, discover
the Resistance’s arsenal of ships, and see the awe-inspiring ships and
stormtroopers of the First Order. Plus, go behind-the-scenes with director
Rian Johnson on location! Your indispensable guide to Star Wars: The Last
Jedi is packed with profiles of all the key characters, including catch ups
with those you met in The Force Awakens, and introductions to those you
haven’t, including Resistance mechanic Rose Tico; the glamorous Vice
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Admiral Holdo; and the mysterious DJ!
The/Last Jedi
Last Jedi
White Platinum Visual Dictionary
Star Wars: The Last Jedi The Ultimate Guide
Volume 3

Experience all of the behind-the-scenes facts with this Ultimate Souvenir Guide
of the eighth instalment of the biggest movie franchise of all time, Star Wars:
The Last Jedi! Presenting in-depth interviews with the all-star cast, exclusive
revelations from the crew on the making of the movie, concept art, behind-thescenes photography and more, Star Wars The Ultimate Souvenir Guide is the
complete, official, authoritative guide to the film.
This beautiful hardback book reveals the inner workings of 13 key vehicles from
Episode VIII of the Star Warssaga, Star Wars- The Last Jedi . Each vehicle is
shown as an intricately detailed, full-colour cross-section artwork, complete with
callouts to the important features of each ship. Clear, comprehensive text makes
this an indispensable reference guide for the new craft in the Star Warsgalaxy. &
TM 2017 LUCASFILM LTD.
Star Wars: Journey to Star Wars: The Last Jedi - Captain Phasma
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Volume 5
Journey to Star Wars: The Last Jedi
Journey to Star Wars The Last Jedi: The Legends of Luke Skywalker
Star Wars - The Last Jedi Adaptation 003 (2018)
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